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Author mainly study “Inscription of Quan Zhang Guild Hall in Jiazhi
Tianhou Temple”in late Qing dynasty, found inJiazhi streetof Taizhou.
This tablets proved that Jiazhi is an important commercial port in
Taizhou once. many Fujian merchants traded to Taizhou.But, few people paid
attention to this paragraph of history .Little is known about the
tablet,only few scholars of Taizhou paid attention.Besides, Taizhou
scholars study is not enough. So further research is needed.
Author traces back to the Tang and Song dynasties ,that Taizhou is
actually an important coastal city of cultural and trade exchanges between
China and foreign. Dongzhen island（Dachen Island） in Taizhou is an
important sea route coordinate in this period.Merchant ships from Japan
and Korea to china or from Fujian and Guangdong to north,must pass through
this. Then,the Mazu belief into Taizhou by South Fujian businessmen
aggregation.
Yuan Ming and Qing Dynasties to fall, the exchanges between the two
places actually even more profound. This tablets is just a historical
record about South Fujian merchant did businesses in Taizhou Jiazhi. The
prosperity of Jiazhi was much relevant to South Fujian merchants went to
north for businesses. Tablets not only reflects the evolution of the port
in Jiao River area ,but also the port situation of South Fujian .
Historically,the development of the South Fujian and the Taizhou city also
has the similarity:business economic centers were transferred from the
inside to the outside;coast defense site developed into trad place.All
in all,it has important value on the history of Taizhou and history of
Fujian.
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